Poster Sessions enable presenters to showcase their research, development and applications. Presenters will be assigned about 2’ x 2’ of table space on which they will mount a “pop-up easel” (see the first binder below, from Itoya.com) or a ring binder of their own choice. Instead of using a pop-up format, one could lay the ring binder flat on the table. Only the table space is provided by the conference organizers; presenters are required to provide their own ring binder or “pop-up easel” for the poster session.

One or more authors shall sit or stand near the poster during the assigned time (about one hour). Presenters seek to capture attention with interesting posters that stimulate the attendees into one-on-one conversations. It is also appropriate for presenters to have hard copies of their research and hand them out to attendees who stroll by or engage in individualized discussions with them.